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Progressive Timeline:  By illustrating 
our development timeline from our 
vision, fulfilling MNO Prosperity and Self-
Sufficiency Law requirements, hiring a 
Chief Executive Officer, and appointing an 
independent Board of Directors.

First Full Year of Operations:  
Established in fiscal year 2015, we 
completed our first full year of operations in 
fiscal year 2016.

Profitability:  Within our first two 
years, we turned a profit. In 2015, we 
made a marginal profit despite no initial 
capitalization by the shareholder, and in 
2016 initial results show significant growth 
that far exceeded targets.

How does Métis Infinity 
Investments measure 
success?



Transitioning from Development 
to Growth to Profitability

Métis Infinity Investments is an established entity that’s making a transition from corporate development to 
a growing Métis business in Ontario. 

This transition happened much sooner than anticipated as Métis Infinity Investments is already profitable. 
Completing its first full fiscal year of operations – mainly highlighting the establishment of the corporation 
and solidifying a strong base – Métis Infinity Investments is on course for further growth and continued 
investment in Métis business opportunities.

The first part of the fiscal year, ending Dec. 31, 2015, saw the transition from initial concept and vision to 
establishing two corporate entities: Métis Infinity Investments LP and Métis Infinity Investments GP. 

The creation of the Infinity Investment Structures fulfilled the mandate of the Métis Nation of Ontario’s 
(MNO) Prosperity and Self-Sufficiency Law. These two structures are responsible for managing the 
business activities on behalf of MNO.

During this first fiscal year, Métis Infinity Investments hired a Chief Executive Officer, Scott Patles-
Richardson, and appointed a strong three-member Board of Directors, including Fred Lazar, Lindsay Boyd 
and Brenda LaRose.

In the past year, its first full year of operations, Métis Infinity Investments highlighted the tremendous 
growth potential and opportunity for Métis business. It established a number of joint ventures between 
well-respected and successful businesses that share the vision to provide value-added services that 
generate Métis employment opportunities and profitable operations. Through rigorous due diligence 
and strong fiscal management, these initial joint ventures made Métis Infinity Investments immediately 
profitable. This early success truly bodes well for the future of Métis Infinity Investments and Métis 
business in Ontario. Our reputation and business brand, oriented with the proper foundation of strong 
governance and best practices, make Métis Infinity Investments an attractive partner.

Métis Infinity Investments’ future is to bring direct benefit to Métis communities in Ontario. This may 
include support for grassroots Métis business, revenue sharing and dividend payments to Métis 
communities and seeing residual benefits for MNO citizens, including skills development opportunities and 
new jobs to assist with our growing portfolio.
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MESSAGE FROM 
THE CEO

It’s a genuine pleasure to provide all Métis Nation of 
Ontario citizens with our first annual report for Métis 
Infinity Investments.  This milestone is the culmination of 
several years of hard work by the MNO leadership and 
our dedicated Board of Directors, marking the first two full 
years of operations in our journey to success.

To this point, we’ve focussed on our initial governance 
and business development of Métis Infinity Investments 
ensuring a solid foundation is in place to create our 
investment portfolio and foster optimal conditions for 
growth.  Our first partial fiscal year in 2015 particularly 
focussed on this internal development, process and 
governance.  We can say with confidence that we are 
bringing the economic vision of the MNO and the mandate 

under the Property and Self-Sufficiency Law to fruition.

As we grow Infinity Investments, there are many bright spots in our investment portfolio that have 
resulted in early success, including progress in our partnership with Solar-Brightroof and our work 
in debt structuring.  Our contracting with New Gold in Region 1 and Detour Gold in Region 3 has 
resulted in profitability early on with some early successes in the tender process.  With opportunities 
in the mining industry, Infinity Transportation has shown tremendous success in employment and 
sales growth.  Our construction businesses have also seen some gains in the past year with much 
more potential to come with upcoming deals in our sales horizon.

All of this to say, the visionary leadership of the MNO coupled with our extraordinary Board 
of Directors have led Infinity Investments to the successes to date.  In particular, through the 
political leadership of past-President Gary Lipinski and President Margaret Froh along with the 
regional councils, Métis economic development is on a clear path to success.  Guided by effective 
professionals such as Fred Lazar, Lindsay Boyd and Brenda LaRose, we can be confident that the 
growth and early success of Métis Infinity Investments will continue into the future.  Collectively, the 
Board of Directors has shown tremendous dedication and diligence in their duties in overseeing and 
supporting Infinity’s initiatives.  As CEO, I am extremely fortunate and grateful to have such support 
and mentorship to fulfill this important mandate.

We hope that over the next few weeks and months, Infinity Investments will be able to meet with 
MNO Community Councils to discuss our future activities and explore how Métis citizens and 
community business can complement our growth as a corporation and participate in the collective 
success of Métis prosperity. These are exciting times for MNO’s business growth and we are well 
positioned for success.

In friendship,

Scott Patles-Richardon
Chief Executive Officer



MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIR

It is an honour to serve as Chair of Métis Infinity 
Investments. And it is a privilege to have the 
opportunity to work with a great team – my fellow 
Directors, Brenda LaRose and Lindsay Boyd; and our 
CEO, Scott Patles-Richardson.

Brenda, Lindsay and I gladly joined the Board because 
we all believed in Scott and respected his ability, and 
we are all interested in creating economic development 
opportunities and wealth for the Métis citizens in 
Ontario.

It has been quite an interesting time since we joined 
the Board. During the past year, my bi-weekly calls 
and meetings with Scott went from “Will we still be in 

business in three months?” to “What investment and business opportunities should we target?” We 
have gone from being almost “penniless” to having some money to invest and build up the capacity 
of the company. 

The challenges we will face in the next 12 months will be a lot more interesting and rewarding than 
the challenges we faced during our first 12 months. 

I look forward to meeting with many of you during the year, and reporting next year on our 
successes.

Dr. Fred Lazar
Chairperson
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INFINITY INVESTMENT
TIMELINE

INFINITY BY THE
NUMBERS

First MNO joint venture in 
green energy with Brightroof 

Solar LP.

Infinity-ASAP 
Secured

Passing of the Prosperity 
and Self-Sufficiency Law.

Gross Revenues, fiscal 2016

Métis Infinity Investments 
is officially incorporated.

First Infinity Investment Board 
of Directors appointed.

Infinity Transportation 
LP

Please Note:  Revenues can fluctuate greatly depending on market 
conditions.  Results from previous fiscal years may not be expected in 

every fiscal year.

Infinity Investment turns 
its first marginal profit.

Second fiscal year of profitability.

Infinity-Proco 
Construction



About 
Métis Infinity Investments

Strategic Directions 2015-2017
Since it’s establishment in 2015, Métis Infinity Investments has focused on funding benefit through a 
number of considerable opportunities including:

Vision
To become one of the pre-eminent Aboriginal-
owned development corporations in Canada 
providing quality service to clients and generating 
above-industry-average returns to the shareholder 
and above-industry wages for the employees. This 
will generate wealth for the creation of Own Source 
Revenue for the Métis Nation of Ontario and its 
citizens, and will also create opportunities for 
employment and participation in the mainstream 
economy for the Métis.

Mission Statement
Métis Infinity Investments will achieve its vision 
by creating the capacity and capability to provide 
the required services to industry, the Aboriginal 
community and governments and other select 
clients across Ontario. Infinity will provide  
long-term sustainable solutions and help build 
capacity within the Métis community and bridge 
the gap between corporate Canada, governments, 
and the Métis.

• Aboriginal set-aside contracts and project 
opportunities 

• Energy and Environmental projects on Métis 
community lands; 

• Providing goods & services to Métis-owned 
entities and grow those economies of scale; 

• Developing Corporations with a strong value 
proposition to the Aboriginal market that are 
looking to increase penetration to that market 

• Furthering and realizing existing partnership 
agreements and understandings with joint 
venture partner 

Since 2015, Métis Infinity investments has been managing a progressive and innovative economic 
investment portfolio on behalf of the Métis Nation of Ontario. Joint ventures and contracting opportunities 
in green energy, mining services and construction have led to a steady growth in revenues and net 
profitability in its first two fiscal years.  These ventures have also led to the creation of over forty new jobs 
and training opportunities for Métis citizens in a number of sectors.

Under its structure, profitability and positive returns on investment flow from Infinity Investments to the 
Métis Infinity Trust, which in turn, flow back to the Métis Nation of Ontario.  The overall success of Métis 
Infinity Investments will always be for the benefit of the MNO, its communities and citizens.
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Short-Term Goals (0-24 months)

Medium-Long Terms Goals (24-60 months)
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For-Pro�t 
Venture

For-Pro�t 
Venture

For-Pro�t 
Venture

100% ownership

0.1% Partnership

99.9% ownership

Sole bene�ciary of In�nity Trust Limited Partnership

• To become a pre-eminent company for 
Aboriginals, Industry and Governments to utilize 
for the betterment of Métis 

• To create jobs within Infinity and hire Metis staff 
to deliver service to our clients; 

• To obtain markets across Ontario, then branching 
out, in a way that is economically feasible and 
sustainable for the group of companies 

• To have a consortium of Métis sub-contractors to 
enable capacity for bidding on larger more time 
intensive projects

• To earn revenue projections and gain market 
recognition that raises the profile of Métis infinity 
Investments 

• To obtain some funding, grants or low interest 
capital to participate in larger projects and to 
properly capitalize the corporation 

• To gain referrals from our existing clients to grow 
our client base 

• To obtain sufficient revenue to bring on additional 
resources for client service delivery functions 

• To build a robust marketing plan, inclusive of 
website outreach, media, referral network and 
outreach calling plan 

• To build internal capacity within Infinity once 
sufficient revenue to warrant additional resources 
are achieved 

• To generate a recurring revenue stream that is 
sustainable and the firm can grow from 

• To gain access to programs and funds in industry 
and government that Métis Infinity Investments 
can share and leverage for Aboriginal clients

• Opportunities for development within large 
capital infrastructure projects and industries 
being developed in Métis community lands 
 

• Obtaining further benefit and revenues 
from Impact Benefit Agreements and other 
negotiations (hydro, fisheries, etc.)



BOARD OF 
DIRECTORS

Dr. Fred Lazar  
Chairperson

Fred is Associate Professor of Economics at the Schulich School of Business, York 
University (Toronto). His primary research interest is in labour economics, including 
strategy, governance, incentives and compensation, and First Nations economic 
development. He has advised Aboriginal groups on economic development and 
consulted to private-sector organizations in corporate restructuring and strategy 
development. Fred holds a PhD in Economics from Harvard University.

Brenda LaRose
Brenda brings over 25 years’ experience leading executive search engagements 
across a broad range of industries and sectors. She has expertise in working 
closely with boards and executive teams to assess and identify strategies that 
attract and retain the right leaders. She founded Higgins Executive Search and is 
recognized as a Canadian leader in the recruitment of diversity and Indigenous 
executives and board members. Brenda is a member of TEC Canada, a Certified 
Management Consultant (CMC), and a Certified Human Resource Management 
Professional (CHRP). Brenda is a proud Métis citizen.

Lindsay Boyd
Lindsay is the Director of Municipal and Aboriginal Affairs at Union Gas. He 
has held numerous management positions within the company in sales and 
distribution operations. In 2003, he was the first Canadian to win the Robinson 
Citizenship Award. He has worked with numerous community groups in Windsor, 
Essex County and Kent County. He is the past Campaign Chair for Chatham-Kent 
United Way, past Chair of Windsor-Essex Economics Development Corporation, 
and a Director of the Essex Regional Conservation Authority. Lindsay is a 
University of Windsor Business School graduate.
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Métis Benefitting from
Mining Services Contracts

Métis communities have actively sought active involvement and benefit from natural resource 
development in northern Ontario, in particular, seeking contracting opportunities in mining. As 
Métis Infinity Investments develops its range of business offerings, it has begun to define itself 
as leader in mining support services.

Two new areas of business have shown great promise, not only for revenues and potential 
returns on investment, but for jobs and robust raining for Aboriginal people and for Métis citizens 
in two Métis Nation of Ontario (MNO) regions in the north. 
 
Infinity-ASAP Secured
In February 2016, Métis Infinity Investments signed a management agreement with ASAP 
Secured and successfully bid on a contract with Detour Gold to provide security services at the 
mining site.

Detour Gold is well into its fifth year of commercial production at the Detour Lake site, 187 
kilometres northeast of Cochrane, Ontario. Detour Gold has an expected mine life of 23 years.

Established in 2000, ASAP Secured is experienced in providing security at mining sites and has 
been delivering security solutions to clients across Canada. ASAP Secured personnel are highly 
trained and can step into an emergency situation to secure assets, protect property, and ensure 
the safety of client employees.

Through the Detour Gold contract, Infinity-ASAP Secured has been able to offer 40 new jobs, 
primarily to local Aboriginal people and Métis citizens in MNO Region 3.

Infinity Transportation LP
In northwestern Ontario, Métis Infinity Investments has partnered with Iron Range 
Transportation to provide ground transportation for mining employees on the New Gold Rainy 
River Mine Site. Infinity Transportation LP signed a contract with New Gold in October 2015, 
marking one of the earliest contract opportunities for Infinity Investments.

Established in 1940, Iron Range has grown to be one of northwestern Ontario’s most 
recognized transportation companies with over 200 school buses and motor coaches on 
the road. With a strong focus on client safety, the training regime provided to their drivers is 
essential.  This contract has led to a number jobs for well-trained drivers in MNO Region 1.

The New Gold Rainy River project is an advanced-stage gold project located 65 kilometres 
northwest of Fort Frances, Ontario.  The New Gold property has year-round road access. 



Partnership 
Portfolio 

NEXTera Energy
Since 2006, NEXTera Energy has been developing 
renewable energy projects across Canada. The company is 
a leader in producing electricity from clean and renewable 

resources, and derives more than 95 per cent of its electricity from clean or renewable 
sources, including wind, solar, natural gas and nuclear energy. The company is focused on 
future development in Ontario and other provinces.

CarbonFree
CarbonFree is a recognized leader in the 
development and financing of solar projects 

across North America. CarbonFree focuses on four key areas: (1) Project Origination and 
Development, (2) Transaction and Acquisition Expertise, (3) Construction Management, and 
(4) Asset Management and Ownership. This involves designing state-of-the-art solar power 
systems, specifying equipment to be used, selecting and contracting with engineering 
and construction firms, and managing the permitting process. The company also has 
established several innovative solar financing funds that are long-term owners of many of 
their projects.

To date, the company has commissioned approximately 300 MW of solar projects, providing 
enough clean energy to power more than 37,000 homes.
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Partnership 
Portfolio 

Munro Construction LP
Founded in 1959, Munro Construction is a multidiscipline construction 
company. It began as a one-man, one-machine operation, and has 
grown to employ approximately 100 full-time employees and over 300 
seasonal workers.

The company provides engineering, excavation and crushing services. Backed by a team of 
professional engineers, experienced estimators and project managers, the company delivers 
projects on time and budget. A large inventory of equipment and a trained team of operators 
skilled in heavy civil construction back its excavation work. The company is experienced in all 
areas of aggregate processing, including pit rehabilitation, mining, base laying and crushing of 
various materials.

Munro Construction is also involved in buying, selling, renting and repairing heavy equipment 
and vehicles, and provides consulting services in crusher sales, rentals, set-ups and repairs.

Proco Construction
Proco was established in 1961 and has over 250 full-time employees. The 
company specializes in construction, and its industry experience spans 
aluminum, pulp and paper mills, sawmills, hydroelectric powerhouses, 
bridges, and institutional and commercial structures. Harnessing its 
engineering and design staff and field employees, the company provides 
turnkey projects to clients seeking peace of mind.



Partnership 
Portfolio 

Iron Range Bus Lines
Iron Range started in 1940 and has grown to be one 
of Northwest Ontario`s best-recognized transportation 
companies. With over 200 school buses and motor coaches 

in service, Iron Range offers bus and charter services in and around Northwestern Ontario. 
Passenger safety is paramount; drivers are trained in the safe operation of the company`s fleet of 
buses.

Redrock Camps
Redrock Camps provides workforce hospitality services and modular work 
camp solutions for companies and employees operating in remote locations. 
Client services include camp design and mobilization, food services, 
housekeeping, and janitorial services.

ASAP Secured
Established in 2000, ASAP Secured delivers customized 
security solutions to clients across Canada. Its personnel are 

highly trained and can step into a disaster or emergency situation to secure assets, protect property, 
and ensure the safety of its clients’ employees. 

ASAP Secured is experienced in providing security at mining sites. ASAP security personnel 
understand the risks associated with mining environments. It designs and evaluates security 
solutions to mitigate unlawful activities, such as thefts and breaches of security and safety policies. 
The company relies on thorough site audits to understand the challenges their clients face, and 
provide recommendations to address these challenges.
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Infinity Investments a Major
Solar Player

Brightroof Solar LP
In 2013, the Métis Nation of Ontario formed a majority 
partnership called BrightRoof Solar LP, with Toronto-

based CarbonFree Technology, a leading solar project developer and operator. In total, the MNO 
was awarded contracts for 36 Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) electrical generation projects, with a combined 
generating capacity of approximately 8 MW AC.  As well, the partnership has a minority interest in a 
series of projects.

In 2015, long-term debt financing (Connor, Clark & Lunn Infrastructure, CarbonFree Technology 
and the MNO) was secured and is being used to fund construction costs for projects in the portfolio. 
Including minority interest projects, the portfolio, comprises of 58 rooftop and 5 ground-mount 
projects located across Ontario, ranking among the largest such portfolios in Canada.  The projects 
in the portfolio have a generating capacity of more than 18 MW DC and represent approximately 
$85 million of capital cost.

The projects range in size from 93 kW to 600 kW DC and are to be located across Ontario, with the 
majority in the Toronto to London corridor. The electricity generated from the projects will be sold to 
Ontario’s Independent Electricity System Operator under 20-year FIT contracts.

This positions the MNO to become a long-term owner of commercial-scale solar projects, earning 
income over a 20-year period while helping to generate clean electricity across the province. This 
also has built our expertise to win an additional 28 projects in a subsequent FIT bid and our team is 
currently putting together the capital and the plan to add to our growing energy portfolio.



Proco Joint Venture Wins  
Multi-Million Dollar Contract

At Rainy River, Métis Infinity Investments partnered with Proco Construction, a company specializing 

in the construction of industrial, commercial and institutional buildings. Together, they won a 

multi-million dollar contract in an open-bid process to build temporary buildings for the New Gold 

mining site. 

The companies built five buildings, including truck and maintenance shops, and delivered the budget 

on time and on budget, turning a profit for Métis Infinity Investments. Métis Infinity Investments put out 

a call for Métis tradespeople to work on the project and a number of citizens worked on the buildings. 
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